
Hat #7 Rib Roll
Details about the Project Picture

Hat #7 Rib Roll

Based on my design

Multiple 6 stitches

Needle Size 6

Cast on 96

Finished size Adult medium

Yarn Plymouth Jeannee

Worsted weight, 51% cotton, 49% acrylic

main color light brown 0005

contrast color red 0051

Casting On I use a long-tail cast on. I cast on in knit and purl (yes, there IS a way to cast on in purl too). Just

regular long tail will work too. If you'd like to learn how to do the long tail purl cast on, google it, there are several good sites.

Joining in the Round You probably already know how to do this, if not, there are TONS of good online resources. My

preferred method is to cast on one extra stitch and pass it over. Just make sure your work isn't twisted!

There are several mini tutorials at the end if you need them.

Supplies #6 Needles in preferred in the round method (16" circular, long circular for magic loop, 2 circulars or DPNs)

Needles for decreasing (long circular for magic loop, 2 circulars or DPNs)

16 stitch markers

Tapestry needle for weaving in ends

worsted weight yarn (recommend a light worsted). I used a cotton here.

(Note that the amounts are APPROXIMATE, I didn't measure exactly): 120 yards main color, 60 yards contrast color

A Note about Size I'm definitely NOT a designer and have issues with gauge. I am a fairly tight knitter and with the

#6 needles, this hat fit me about perfectly. I have an average size woman's head. The finished length from brim to end was

about 8" (unstretched). The brim around was approximately 17.5" (unstretched). If you need it larger or smaller, you could

change your needle size. Length could be adjusted with a longer ribbing. Size around could be adjusted by adding a few stitches

between the repeats around.

Rescue Row Also sometimes called a lifeline. If you are worried about a mistake, I recommend a Rescue Row now

then to add to your peace of mind. What you basically do is run a slender piece of yarn or thread (I use a bright color nylon thread

because I can see it and it's slippery and easy to pull out later) through the stitches. This way if I have to pull out my work later because

of a mistake, I'll have these "correct" stitches saved on that thread and they'll be easy to put back on my knitting needles later. If possible,

try to put your rescue row through an all knit row. Make sure you go OUTSIDE of any stitch markers.

When the project is done, just pull the rescue row out. Lots of info online.
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Abbreviations

k knit

p purl

sl-1 slip 1 stitch purlwise from the left to the right needle (as if you were going to purl it) without working it

k2tog knit 2 together (go thru 2 stitches at same time & knit them together)

*.* repeat the directions between the asterisks over & over for entire round

RT-a Right Twist - knit 2 stitches together but do NOT take them off the left needle. Instead, put your

right needle back into the 1st stitch and knit it again. NOW slide both stitches off.

rev yo .. k2 ..               
pass rev yo over

Do a reverse yarnover (bringing the yarn over the top of the needle instead of the bottom - there

is a mini tutorial with pictures at the end. Knit 2. Pass the reversed yarnover over the 2 knit stitches.

Stitch Markers Stitch markers are awesome. They make my knitting life SO much easier. I personally like the

thin, silicone ring type. The hard plastic ones have a tendency to run away from me sometimes, the silicone ones seem to stick

to the needles better. But you could use any kind, or even scrap yarn tied into a circle. Here are a few ways they help me here.

Casting on This pattern calls for 96 stitches. 96 can be divided into 6, sixteen times.

So, before I even start casting on, I get out 16 stitch markers and lay them out. I always use a bright green one to designate the

beginning of my round. As I'm casting on, every time I reach 6 stitches, I double check my 6-count and place a stitch marker.

When all my markers are used up, I have the amount of stitches I need (although I'll usually go back and count the markers

to make sure I really have 16 - errors have been known to happen).

Ribbing Your ribbing is 2 x 1 (2 purl, 1 knit). If you aren't ending each 6 stitch

with a knit 1, something is wrong. You can go back right away and fix it.

Pattern The pattern repeats are in 6 stitch sections. You just repeat them

over and over around. If you are supposed to end a section with a knit 3 and yet somehow you only have knit 2, you know you

have made a mistake in THAT section. It is a way of constantly checking yourself, saving great aggravation later. 

Decrease counting In the decreases, put the markers at 8 stitch intervals. You'll decrease every

other round. First round, knit 6, knit 2 together. If you'll notice, the k2tog will always be the 2 stitches before the marker. So you don't

really have to even count. On the decrease rounds, just always k2tog the 2 stitches before the marker.

Decrease rounds A little trick I do to help myself in the decrease rounds to remember

whether I'm doing a decrease round or a plain knit round is this. When I'm doing a decrease round, I add an extra stitch marker

at the beginning of the round. That way if I see TWO markers, I know to knit TWO together. At the end of the decrease round,

I remove the extra marker so I know to just knit, knit, knit. This is probably WAY more than most of you want to do, but helps me.
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Pattern Directions

Lay out 16 stitch markers. With main color yarn, using the long tail method, cast on 96 stitches,

putting markers every 6 stitches

Ribbing * p2     k1

Repeat Ribbing round until about 1" long

Decorative Element

Round 1                                 
with contrast color

knit

Round 2                                 
with contrast color

sl-1     * knit *

Round 3                                 
with contrast color

* k1 rev yo ... k2 ...    pass rev 
yo over

rev yo ... k2 ...    pass 
rev yo over

k1 *

Round 4                                 
with contrast color

knit

Round 5                                 
with contrast color

* rev yo ... k2 ...    pass 
rev yo over

k2 rev yo ... k2 ...    pass 
rev yo over *

Round 6                                 
with contrast color

knit

Round 7                                 
with contrast color

* k1 rev yo ... k2 ...    pass rev 
yo over

rev yo ... k2 ...    pass 
rev yo over

k1 *

Round 8                                 
with contrast color

knit
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Round 9                                 
with contrast color

* rev yo ... k2 ...    pass 
rev yo over

k2 rev yo ... k2 ...    pass 
rev yo over *

Round 10                                 
with contrast color

knit

Round 11                                 
with main color

knit

Round 12                                 
with main color

sl-1     * knit *

Pattern

Round 1                                 
with main color

* p1      k4 p1 *

Round 2                                 
with main color

* p1 RT-a         RT-a p1 *

RT-a:   knit 2 stitches together, leave on left needle, knit 1st stitch and then slip both off together

Round 3                                 
with main color

* p1      k4 p1 *

Round 4                                 
with main color

* p1        k1 RT-a k1       p1 *

RT-a:   knit 2 stitches together, leave on left needle, knit 1st stitch and then slip both off together

Round 5                                 
with main color

* p1      k4 p1 *

Round 6                                 
with main color

* p1 RT-a         RT-a p1 *

RT-a:   knit 2 stitches together, leave on left needle, knit 1st stitch and then slip both off together
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Round 7                                 
with main color

* p1      k4 p1 *

Round 8                                 
with main color

* p1        k1 RT-a k1       p1 *

RT-a:   knit 2 stitches together, leave on left needle, knit 1st stitch and then slip both off together

Round 9                                 
with main color

* p1      k4 p1 *

Round 10                                 
with main color

* p1 RT-a         RT-a p1 *

Round 11                                 
with main color

* p1      k4 p1 *

Round 12                                 
with main color

* p1        k1 RT-a k1       p1 *

Round 13                                 
with main color

* p1      k4 p1 *

Round 14                                 
with main color

* p1 RT-a         RT-a p1 *

Round 15                                 
with main color

* p1      k4 p1 *

Round 16                                 
with main color

* p1        k1 RT-a k1       p1 *

Round 17                                 
with main color

* p1      k4 p1 *

Round 18                                 
with main color

* p1 RT-a         RT-a p1 *
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Round 19                                 
with main color

* p1      k4 p1 *

Round 20                                 
with main color

* p1        k1 RT-a k1       p1 *

RT-a:   knit 2 stitches together, leave on left needle, knit 1st stitch and then slip both off together

Round 21                                 
with main color

* p1      k4 p1 *

Round 22                                 
with main color

* p1 RT-a         RT-a p1 *

Round 23                                 
with main color

* p1      k4 p1 *

Round 24                                 
with main color

* p1        k1 RT-a k1       p1 *

As the next round is worked, re-position the stitch markers at every 8 stitches.

Round 25                                 
with main color

knit

Change to whatever needle style you prefer for decreasing in the round - magic loop (my preferred

method), double-pointed needles, or two circulars.

I'd recommend a Rescue Row after the last round if you think it might be helpful to you.

Begin Decreases

Decrease Round 1                                 
with main color

* k6       k2tog *

Decrease Round 2                                 
with main color

 * k7 *
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Decrease Round 3                                 
with main color

* k5      k2tog *

Decrease Round 4                                 
with main color

 * k6 *

Decrease Round 5                                 
with main color

* k4      k2tog *

Decrease Round 6                                 
with main color

* k5 *

Decrease Round 7                                 
with main color

* k3     k2tog *

Decrease Round 8                                 
with main color

* k4 *

Decrease Round 9                                 
with main color

* k2     k2tog *

Decrease Round 10                                 
with main color

* k3 *

Decrease Round 11                                 
with main color

* k1     k2tog *

As you work the next round, remove all but your beginning of round stitch markers.

Decrease Round 12                                 
with main color

* k2 *

Decrease Round 13                                 
with main color

* k2tog *

Cut your yarn, leaving about a 12" tail. Thread the tail onto a tapestry needle. 

Go through the stitches on your needles (in the same direction like you were going to knit them).

Slide them off your knitting needles. Tighten them up, cinching the top of the hat.

Thread the end through to the inside of the hat. Securely sew in the ends and trim off extra.
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knit 2 together pull the knit thru but don't remove from

the left needle

Mini Tutorial for Right Twist A (RT-a)

go back into the first stitch and knit it pull both stitches off the left needle and

onto the right, your twist is done

Mini-Tutorial Rescue Row

I use a thin, bright nylon thread. Here is where I've threaded it through my stitches. Note in the second

I keep some wound on a yarn picture that you go OUTSIDE the stitch markers.

bobbin (Knit Picks) so it's

portable and stays neat.

Here's where the line has been run all the Here's where the first stitch has been knit after the

way through the round. rescue row was put in.
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In the first picture (by the green marker) you can see that there's a little gap. This happens even a little

more when you slip a stitch to minimize the color jog. In the second picture you can see how nice

and snug it is after the tie, tighten and knot.

Mini Tutorial on Joining and Knotting (gasp!) Colors

This is really going to sound like heresy and I'm sure the knitting police are coming for me ... but ... I knot

my yarns when I join colors in the round. Once in a while I may carry a color up a few rounds, but I find I have more 

control over doing a nice tug and tighten if I cut it. After I've knit a few rounds with my new color, I take the ends

from both the new and the old, cross them once, gently tighten them, checking on the front to see how it looks,

then cross them again and tighten them down in a knot. Then later I weave in the ends.

In the first picture, I've made the first cross with the 2 colors. If it looks good, I make a second

In the second I've tightened it down. I check on the front to see how cross, creating a knot, and tighten

it looks. it down. Ends woven in later.


